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Introduction

Hello & welcome to the November edition of the
www.johnandrewsiridology.net e-newsletter. We wish you all well and hope that
there is something of interest in here for you. We have been incredibly busy in
recent months and John’s schedule has been at full tilt. However, we have been
working on a full programme of media, events, offers & requests.
Website

purchase, download or attend.

The website itself
has been updated &
expanded – with
numerous additions.
Amongst these is
included the release,
finally, of the Instructional CD Series, addition of
articles, the availability of the Advanced Iridology
Research Journal Volume 6, free downloads, the
ebb & flow of student resources downloads &
seminar & lecture dates & details for John in 20062007.

There is a typo on the website at present, the title of
the “Polycystic Ovary Syndrome, Uterine Fibroids,
Endometriosis & Iridology profiles” Instructional
CD should actually read as “Polycystic Ovary
Syndrome & Iridology Profiles” – the Fibroids &
Endometriosis subjects are to be covered &
released on a CD of their own mid-2007 in Series 4
of the Instructional CDs. Apologies for any
confusion with this issue.

New Modern Iris Chart
For the next 30 persons
completing one transaction for Series 1 & Series
2 of the Instructional
CDs we will be sending
one free, new & modern
iris wall chart by John
Andrews – larger size to be published April 2007. Don’t delay – order
your CDs today!

Between now & February 2007 the website will be
expanded further with even easier and clearer
navigation around the site, the first additions to the
long-awaited Iris Image Gallery, new publications
& Series 3 of the Instructional CDs from John
Andrews. We will also have further confirmed
details on more international & domestic lecture/
seminar dates for John throughout 2007-2008 & by
popular request, a Reviews Section for the textbooks, seminars & CDs to assist others in what to
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Instructional CDs
Series 1 & 2 of the Instructional CDs are finally released.
John has been staggered by the international response to date. Pre-orders received over recent weeks have
been enthusiastically received, to say the least. If you click on the CD-ROMs section on the website’s
Homepage you will be taken to the section where all the info on the content, technical details, prices & secure purchasing information is situated. The CDs offer excellent value for money, as you can see from the
number of slides & MB contained in each CD. The CDs are compatible both with PCs & Apple Mac. The
quality of both the instructional information and quality of iris image is second to none in the world at the
present time. The Instructional CDs also compliment & expand upon John’s published & unpublished body
of work to date & his lectures & seminars.
You can purchase the CDs on an individual basis if you wish, although many take advantage of the very generous offer
of all six CDs in Series 1 or Series 2 for the price of 5. So in essence you gain one free CD each series – but to take
advantage of this offer you have to purchase either a complete Series 1 or Series 2 in one immediate transaction.
Many teaching courses have asked to show these CDs to their current or previous trainee iridologists, due to the depth,
quality, clarity and new information present. Permission to show these has been granted in certain cases, but written
permission must be sought to transmit this information in any form.
A further Series 3 of the Instructional CDs will be released at the end of the January 2007. With the aforementioned
Series 4 available mid-2007.

Introduction to Iridology
180 slides 120MB
Subjects covered include Iridology history overview, prominent
iridologists & their work throughout the world, Topography, iris
chart examples, outline of modern iridology training essentials,
brief constitutional types, Iridology myths & challenges, iris
textbooks, what we cannot detect through iridology, neuroendocrine pathways & the iris, the importance of the hypothalamus,
lateral geniculate bodies & the iris, aniridia, the iris used in
biometrics, the stress axis, thyroid axis, depression axis, iris
development, iris pigments, spinal analysis & iridology, sections
of the eye & the iris, iris signs introduction, embryological
development of the iris, transversals & much more.

Differentiation of Lacunae & Crypts
159 slides 96MB
Interpretation of the lacuna & crypts, genetic footprints, which
organs or tissues do not produce lacuna in the iris, frequency of
the topographical location of lacuna in the iris, differentiation of
the following lacunae - closed lacuna, open, one-sided,
rhomboid, lacuna with crypt, lacuna with pigment, lacuna with
collarette indentation, solitary collarette lacuna, Endocrine/
Polyglandular types, jellyfish, asparagus, beak, giant, thymus,
adrenal, ovary, thyroxine lacuna, shoe, heart, silver fibre,
stairstep, internal lacuna, cryptoids, daisy petal, double, divided,
distorted, torpedo, circular, leaf, negative & more.
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The Pupil in Iridology
122 slides 50MB
Differentiation of mydriasis, miosis, Anisocoria, idiopathic
alternating Anisocoria, hippus, pupil ellipses, pupil tonus,
Coloboma, white pupil syndrome, cat’s eye pupils, wedgeshaped pupils, raised pupils, circular pupils, plus what is the
pupil, normal values of the pupil, the most prominent pupil
types, Axenfeld-Reiger Syndrome, emotional & physical dynamics of all.

Miscellaneous Iris Signs
156 slides 102MB
The following peripheral, solitary or transient iris signs covered
in detail include Mammilations, pupil shadow ring, Brushfield’s
spots, Lisch nodules, white radials, vascularised vessels, vagus
nerve signs, Ciliary neuron networks, pupillary zone neuron
networks, differentiation of contraction furrows, skin rings,
stromal rarefaction, fish hooks, helix vessels, gastric rings,
visible pupillary sphincter, corkscrew vessels, combed hair
vessels, radial furrows, lymph cords, iris veins, the mesenchymal
acid barrier signs, therapy resistance, Brushfield’s spots
transversals, white pupillary sphincter, emotional dynamics,
vessels & ophthalmology plus much more.

The Collarette
160 slides 165MB
The integrity of the collarette is covered in detail with the
multiple dynamics associated with restricted collarette, various
types of distended collarette, zigzag, partial zigzag, local
indentation, cat’s ears, linear, pigmented, mixed, sea foam
collarette, squared collarette, frontal indentation, DNA predominance, emotional dynamics, vascularised collarette, collarette
point, triple, double, bridges, Koch’s sign, atrophy, thin or
hypotrophic collarette, hypertrophy, funnel sign, protuberance,
Arched collarette, epigenetics & new research with the
collarette.
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Emotional Approaches in Iridology
160 slides 170MB
Overview of emotional approaches in iridology, pioneers in the
field, identification of mother & father conflicts, differentiation
of time risk signs, emotional dynamics of the lacuna, pigments,
collarette, Brushfield’s spots, central Heterochromia, white
radials, transversals, the structure of water & the eye,
identification of betrayal, anger, resentment, etc from the iris &
much more.

Hypoglycaemia & Iridology – Balancing Blood Sugar Levels
170 slides 162MB
Extensive exploration based on research with 1500 clinical cases
– there are overviews & specifics with research, plus blood sugar
signs & symptoms, embryology, treatments, iris, IPB, scleral
signs based on the research. Lavishly illustrated throughout – the
work presented here, like so many of John’s lectures, has been
well received throughout the world.

Polycystic Ovary Syndrome & Iridology Profiles
80 slides 50MB
This is an extensive exploration of all facets of the increasing
incidence of Polycystic Ovary Syndrome (PCOS) with iris &
inner pupillary border signs, pupillary dynamics & treatment
protocols.
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Spinal Analysis in Iridology
60 slides 70MB
The supposed ciliary iris spine topography has proven to be
unreliable & insignificant as a method of assessing & identifying
neuromuscular spinal problems or injuries. The Inner Pupillary
Border is a more reliable method of identification. Combined
with the pupil, the IPB points to a dynamic & accurate
interpretation for the practitioner. Charts, signs & new research
are all covered & this instructional CD is ideal for iridologists &
for all involved in structural or physical therapies.

Differentiation of Iris Pigmentation
120 slides 140MB
Life & the eye are full of colour – but we need to have in-depth knowledge of
the iris pigment development, location & differentiation. This CD helps to
challenge myths about iris pigmentation. Pigment types covered include
brown, orange, yellow (differentiation of dysbiosis, splenic, renal, histamine &
EFAs factors), black, punctate/peppercorn pigments, spleen pigments,
Pathochromia (“Psora”), central heterochromia, sectoral heterochromia,
pigments & pain, medical reasons for changes in eye colour, prominent
topographical location of iris pigments, hedgehog pigment, bush pigment,
waterfall pigment, solitary pigments, pigments with other signs, emotional
qualities of the pigment & much more.

Transversals in Iridology
80 slides 90MB
Transversals are one of the most important peripheral, Ciliary or miscellaneous
iris signs, hence an instructional CD of their own. Transversals covered include
fork, antlered, tent, vascularised, hepatic, spleen, spleen-heart, blue, root, sack,
criss-cross, wedge-shaped, exudative, Brushfield’s spots transversals, roof,
fountain, intestinal, superficial, multi & deep branched, meander, uterine,
submerged, curved, connecting & emotional dynamics.
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Introduction to the Inner Pupillary Border
150 slides 170MB
John Andrews is considered a global authority on the Inner Pupillary Border. This
CD is an in-depth and comprehensive intro to provide accurate analysis of the
Inner Pupillary Border (IPB) – the emerging future of Iridology!
Topics covered include anatomy, neural connections, overview of the IPB, pioneers
in IPB research, differentiation of IPB diameters, IPB pigments, IPB pigment
dispersion syndrome, Psychoneuroendocrinoimmunology, epigenetics, IPB
topography, differentiation of IPB morphologies such as claws, pearl, wave,
globular, the importance of the frontal IPB structure, neurolappen, omega, fencepost, squared, button hole, blood sugar, anchor, borderline, double, absent section,
detached IPB, triangles, undulation, S sign, M sign, V sign, tonsil sign,
osteoarthritis signs plus much more.

Amazing CD Offer
We have an incredible CD offer for the first 20 people to purchase a complete Series 1 AND Series 2 in
one transaction – you will receive free of charge the attendance fee at the International Advanced Iridology
Research Seminar with John Andrews & others (in Manchester, England – to be confirmed for 29th, 30th June
& 1st July 2007) or similar. Note that cost of the seminar does not include your accommodation or travel
costs.
If you are one of the first 20 you will receive notification of this via email as soon as your order is
completed – vouchers will be emailed out in January 2007.

New Iridology Chart
by
John Andrews

Over the last couple of years it has become increasingly obvious to
John that a coordinated & modern chart of Iridology has to be made
available, especially in regards to John’s Iridology Courses & the
deviations to standard charts in English, plus additions discovered
during the course of John & colleagues research over the years.

By popular & international demand a new, modern & comprehensive
chart of Iridology will be made available in different formats. The iris chart will feature the “maps within
maps” John has become known for across the globe.
Iris charts will be available on an individual basis & also to those providing training courses. Email to be
informed of developing details. The charts will be available in several languages by the end of 2008.
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Advanced
Iridology
Research
Journal News

the relevant section by clicking on the Advanced
Iridology Research Journal. You can subscribe
online or simply acquire one single copy. Contents
information is available from the site, but Volume 6
features contributions from Dr Mikhail Dailakis, Dr
Javier Salome, Dr Daniele Lo Rito, Prof Serge
Jurasunas, John Andrews & many others.

The latest Volume 6 of
the AIRJ is now available through the www.johnandrewsiridology.net
site. Click on the Publications section & navigate to

Subscriptions

AIRJ Volume 7

Contributions

How the AIRJ Subscriptions operate are in the process of change.
If you have an existing
subscription this will be fulfilled
as per normal, but if you prefer to
receive on CD or via Download
from the site, please let us know
as you will receive a free smaller
sized version of the New
Iridology Chart by John Andrews
if you email & choose either the
CD or Downloadable version.

The next volume is to be published in February 2007 and will
feature the following:

The way we receive submissions
for contribution to the AIRJ have
changed.
The text must be submitted with
the following stipulations:

In future for new or updating
subscribers from the 1 st
December 2006 the AIRJ will
only be available in CD or
Download format.
This drive is to keep costs low,
increase frequency of
publication, increase amount of
content for each volume and
reduce paper, inks, carriage and
production costs, but ensuring
you as a valued subscriber
receive more for your investment
to further your Iridology
information & insight.

•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•

Exciting Iridology Research
from Belarus
Chinese Iridology Research
Progesterone Imbalance
Tendencies & Iridology
Profiles – New Exhaustive
Research Work by John
Andrews (follows on the
theme of “The Amazing Role
of Prolactin” chapter in the
“Endocrinology & Iridology”
book)
Frequency of Location of the
Lacuna in the Iris – where do
the lacunae appear the most?
The Spleen by Dr Claus Jahn
Injury to the neuromuscular
& spinal lumbar – 8 year
study profiling the pupil &
IPB dynamics
International Nomenclature
Standard – A beginning
Current, proposed & Recent
Iridology Research Abstracts
Advanced Iridology Research

And many more features to be
announced in January
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•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Pages Document
Word Document
All text formats must be have
Headers of Helvetica & Body
text of Times
All text must be emailed &
accompanied with a
Biography
All text must be in English
language
Supporting graphics or
photographic images must be
in jpeg or tiff formats – RGB
colour scale & posted on a
CD or Memory Stick
It has to be accepted that
some of the graphics or text
content could be published on
the www. johnandrewsiridology. net website

Documents/Graphics in any other
format cannot be accepted for
publication.
These changes will further
streamline the production of the
AIRJ & save us a lot of valued
time – if you have recently
submitted in any other format
please resubmit.
Contributions for Volume 7 &
Volume 8 are invited.

Holistic Iridology
Training Course with
John Andrews
The current training programme
is well underway and the next
one begins in January 2008 and is
due to be completed in April
2009. The updated Prospectus
CD for John’s Training Course
will be available from early January 2007. Please email with your
postal address to request a copy
if we do not already have you on
our growing list. Numbers are
limited on the course to maximise the contact time with John.

Iridology Course
Modules

All attendees receive CPD
certificate, CD of the day’s
presentations & a wealth of new
information. Each module runs
from 9.30am-5pm.
• Saturday 30th September 2006
Iris Topography & Iris
Pigmentation Introduction
• Saturday 28th October 2006
Differentiation of Lacunae &
Crypts
• Saturday 25th November 2006
Miscellaneous Iris Signs,
Contraction Furrows
Differentiation & Transversals
• Saturday 27th January 2007
The Integrity of the Collarette

Previous graduates or students of
John’s Training Courses, other
schools in the UK & overseas are
welcome to attend individual
events during the course that we
advertise – these can be paid for
via the website. They contribute 8
hours to your CPD points & also
enhance your understanding of
Iridology & how it is practiced.
The forthcoming “The Integrity of
the Collarette” on Saturday 27th
January 2007 & “Miscellaneous
Iris Signs” on Saturday 25th
November 2006 are the two most
recent available. All participants
receive a CD of the day’s
presentation – but spaces are
limited so please email ASAP to
reserve your place. We can provide
you with the accommodation close
to & travel details to John’s clinic.

• Saturday 17th February 2007
The Pupil in Iridology &
Advanced Iris Pigmentation

Details of other such modules are
featured on the site for the
remainder of 2007.

• Saturday 14th July 2007
Colourpuncture & Iridology

John Andrews
Iridology Training
Modules 2006-07
Open to all current undergraduates,
previous graduates, students of
other colleges & practitioners – see
end of section for payment details.

• Saturday 24th November 2007
Clinical Applications in
Iridology
• Saturday TBC early December
2007
Final Examinations Class 200607
All Module Fees are £94 (inc
VAT)
Pay for any Module now.

Also TBC 2007:
• Modern Herbal Medicine for
Iridologists Module 1
• Modern Herbal Medicine for
Iridologists Module 2
• Homotoxicology & Iridology

• Saturday 17th March 2007
The Importance of the Axis in
Iridology. Elaboration on
Constitution, Disposition &
Diathesis in Iridology

• Dried Blood Analysis, Iridology
& Optimum Detoxification
Profiles with Dr Etienne
Callebout & John Andrews in
Leeds, West Yorkshire.

• Saturday 21st April 2007
The Inner Pupillary Border

Other Iridology
Courses - New

• Saturday 19th May 2007
New Topographical Research Embryology & Iridology, plus
Immune Profiles
• Saturday 23rd June 2007
New Perspective on Emotional
Approaches in Iridology

• Saturday 15th/22nd September
2007 (TBC)
Mock Examination & Scleral,
Conjunctive & Corneal Signs
• Saturday 27th October 2007
Clinical Applications in
Iridology Tongue & Fingernail
Visual Analysis
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In January 2007 the website will
finally have details of the new
Advanced Iridology courses
available through the site to gain
correspondence & professional
qualifications on an international
basis. The topics covered will
include:
• Qualification in Inner Pupillary
Border Study

• Qualification in Pupillary
Dynamics in Iridology
• Advanced Iridology Practice
• Immune System & Iridology
• Endocrinology & Iridology

International Seminars

John is also a keynote speaker at the following
events in 2007 too:

John has numerous international congress &
advanced seminar events confirmed & many are to
be released over the coming months. This newsletter
has details of the two 2-day seminars in USA 2007 –
one in Charlotte, NC & one in Las Vegas in June
respectively – we also have comprehensive
information on the 4th Annual International
Iridology Seminar with John Andrews hosted in
Kilkenny, Ireland for September 2007.
These events are proving immensely popular & we
advise contacting the organisers of the individual
events to confirm your interest &/or place in the
very near future.

•

A Comprehensive Overview of the Inner
Pupillary Border - The Future of Iridology,
Saturday 24th March 2007 at the Guild Of
Naturopathic Iridologists International
Symposium, Institute of Child Health, London

•

Eighth Annual International Iridology Congress
of America - 19th to 21st October 2007 - John
Andrews Original Research Presentation Marriott Airport Conference Hotel, Cincinnati,
Ohio, USA

Please refer to website for further information

Emotional & Physical Dynamics
of the Collarette

Hypoglycaemia, Adrenal
Dysfunction & Iridology Comprehensive & Advanced
Profiles

Advanced Iridology Seminar Part 1 with
John Andrews
at the Alexis Park
Hotel, Las Vegas,
USA
Wednesday 6th &
Thursday 7th June
2007

Advanced Iridology Seminar Part 2 with
John Andrews
at the Renaissance Suites hotel, Charlotte,
North Carolina, USA
Sunday 5th & Monday 6th August 2007

John Andrews is known for his in-depth
knowledge, experience & research with all facets of
blood sugar balance & adrenal gland function in
relation to Iridology & how this can be applied to
enhance the practitioner’s clinical expertise,
confidence and practice. By popular request John
will present comprehensive profiles from the basics
to the advanced through all the signs, symptoms &
treatments for optimum blood sugar balance &
adrenal function. Adrenal & blood sugar problems
are growing in the UK & the USA, many times
these foundations to a person’s health are overlooked, to the long-term detriment. The new
information shared during this seminar will ensure
that this won’t occur with you, your patients &
clients. Attendees receive certification & a seminar
CD.

Following the hugely
successful advanced
seminar in Charlotte,
August 2006 John
will expand on some
of the new research & practice in Iridology with the
focus on the Collarette (ANW) & how this can
clarify & expand our knowledge about the patient
on multiple levels of interpretation. Psychoneuroendocrinoimmunology, embryology, the Limbic
system, epigenetics & many other dynamics will be
explored. All attendees receive certification & a
seminar CD. This seminar takes place right before
the IIPA Congress.

For both USA seminars
please contact
MDJones@iridology.com

John will also be a keynote speaker on Friday 3rd &
Saturday 4th August 2007 at the New Sun Annual
Natural Health Convention at the Renaissance
Suites Hotel, Charlotte, NC.
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latest research in iridology with a focus on how to
identify priorities within the iris analysis to gain
clarity for both the practitioner & patient. According
to the feedback from the 2006 seminar the
information John presents with such clarity, warmth,
depth of information & practical understanding has
“stretched the boundaries of what is possible with
iridology”

International Iridology Seminar in Ireland

4th Annual Advanced Iridology
Seminar with John Andrews
Saturday 29th &
Sunday 30th September 2007
Kilkenny, Ireland

By popular demand
topics will include
in-depth & comprehensive coverage on all
aspects of blood sugar levels & iridology, plus the

Publications
The current textbooks by John
Andrews include four titles. If
you have not read or acquired a
copy of the
“ g r o u n dbreaking”,
“ w o n d e rful”, “inspirational”
2003 book
“Immunology & Iridology” –
then please do so soon – as it is
due to come to the end of the
current print run over the next
few months. Many people have
considered this book a “modern
classic for Iridology” & “helps to
clarify a complex subject for any
student or practitioner”.
Please visit
the site &
click on
Publications
– then order
securely
online.

Email jerrygardner@eircom.net for further
information & watch this space for full programme,
payment options & further details.

Publications 2007
Releases in 2007 will
include:
•Series 3 & Series 4
Instructional CDs
•Iridology Chart by John
Andrews
•Advanced Iridology
Research Journal Volume 7
&8
•Embryology & Iridology –
New Topographical
Research in Iridology by
Andrews & Lo Rito E-book
•Several articles by John
Andrews only available for
download via the site with
use of a Student Resources
Password sent to those
who have purchased a
book, AIRJ or CD from us
in the past
•John’s Magazine Articles
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Thanks for your
continued support &
interest – we hope
there is something of
interest in here &
linked to the site.

